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Founded in 1991, Epic Games is an American company founded by CEO Tim Sweeney. The company is headquartered in Cary,
North Carolina and has more than 40 offices worldwide. Today Epic is a leading interactive entertainment company and
provider of 3D engine technology. Epic operates Fortnite, one of the world’s largest games with over 350 million accounts and
billion friend connections. Epic also develops Unreal Engine, which powers the world’s leading games and is also adopted
across industries such as film and television, architecture, automotive, manufacturing, and simulation. Through Unreal Engine,
Epic Games Store, and Epic Online Services, Epic provides an end-to-end digital ecosystem for developers and creators to
build, distribute, and operate games and other content.

 

Paragon The Overprime

FREE

 
ABOUT THIS GAME
TPS Action MOBA, Paragon: The OverprimeParagon: The Overprime is an action TPS MOBA that anyone can play
for free. Choose one of the heroes with original skills, destroy the enemy's base, and claim it as your own.
Experience the synesthetic actions from third-person view and the countless possible strategies from the
synergy between heroes and in-game items. Each game you play will be an exciting new challenge. Dedicated
Cinematics for Each HeroEach hero has come to Prime for their own reasons. Play the hero of your choice on the
Prime battlefield. Upgrade your hero's unique skills to improve your play and master the game in your own way.
And don't forget, Prime is always attracting more original heroes to the planet. Strategic Team Cooperation
The tension on the planet is increasing. You can only rely on your teammates. Try out different sets by customizing various
items to make your hero undefeatable. Cooperate with your teammates to discover new ingenious ways to fight. Unite,
strategize, and lead your team to victory! We invite you to Prime where the space opera of a symphony of heroes echoes
across the universe!
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